
The Medium IS The Message
___________________________________________________________________________

Any and every medium
is a meaning containing and a meaning conveying system.

Physical reality is a medium.
Physical reality contains and conveys a pattern

an energy parceling pattern.
Physical reality has a characteristic density and degree of intensity.
Physical reality has a characteristic rate of change

or rate of transformation.
Energy flows toward, to, into, within, through, out of and from

each and every charge or charge fraction (quark).

There is an array of possible relationships 
contained within and conveyed by the medium of physical reality.

On the one hand, we have - the slow to change, the monumental:
rock, stone, marble, concrete, steel

On the other hand, we have - the swiftly changing:
the living or the biological.

Together, they form the extremes of a spectrum
from the slow to change to the rapidly changing.

There is an array of categorical borderlands,
when and where the adamant breaks down,

at the hands of the dynamic
and the eventful forms of life:

i.e. algae, lichen, bacteria.

These are the ways of nature !
These are the frontiers of evolving transformation.
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Human activity, human effort
needs to fit in with, to harmonize with, to expedite,

even, perhaps, to accelerate - natural processes,
these frontiers of evolving transformation.

Order and organization are frontiers of life
of intelligence, as a characteristic of life.

Energy is released and is held,
when combinations of a highly harmonic nature,

are implemented.

There is a standing influence,
which prompts, which instigates-

fortunate combinations,
and which challenges more fragile associations.

The processes of consciousness,
the coemissive fundamental,

implement fortunate combining.

Consciousness is a dual dominion of emission:
a self referencing domain

and an other than self referencing domain.
When and as the domain of the emission

returns to the assemblage point,
a comparator function

queries -
is there more order or organization

in the self referencing domain?
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If so, then export care, effort or influence.
to impart that order within

to the environment (the other than self domain).

However, if there is more order or more organization
within the environment (the other than self domain),

then learn, import that order or that organization.

Consciousness is the process nature uses
to generate order and organization.

Everything is made out of consciousness ! 
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